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Topic Status Comments
Repeal of Section 
22a-174-4 and 
Adoption of 
Section 22a-174-
4a

UPDATE
May 9, 2022

CT DEEP Proposal to repeal current section RCSA 22a-174-4 and adopt RCSA section 22a-174-4a.

 Response-to-comments document and the revised proposal posted to the eRegulations System 
on May 11.

 Also submitted to Attorney General May 11.
 Next steps: Attorney General approval, then to LLRC, then to Sec. of State.
 Likely effective – late summer or early fall 2022

CTDEEP Contact: Paula Gomez / (860) 424-3088 / Paula.Gomez@ct.gov
“Good Neighbor” 
Ozone Transport 
FIP

UPDATE
May 16, 2022

EPA Proposes “Good Neighbor” Plan to Cut Ozone Across Much of the United States

 EPA’s proposal builds upon a combination of proven approaches to limit ozone season emissions 
of nitrogen oxides, a key ingredient in the formation of ground-level ozone. Beginning in 2023, 
EPA is proposing to include electric generating units in 25 states in the Cross-State Air Pollution 
Rule (CSAPR) NOX Ozone Season Group 3 Trading Program, which would be revised and 
strengthened for the 2015 ozone NAAQS. And, beginning in 2026, EPA is proposing emissions 
standards for certain industrial sources in 23 states that have a significant impact on downwind 
air quality:

o reciprocating internal combustion engines in Pipeline Transportation of Natural Gas;
o kilns in Cement and Cement Product Manufacturing;
o boilers and furnaces in Iron and Steel Mills and Ferroalloy Manufacturing;
o furnaces in Glass and Glass Product Manufacturing; and
o high-emitting large boilers in Basic Chemical Manufacturing, Petroleum and Coal 

Products Manufacturing, and Pulp, Paper, and Paperboard Mills.

 Virtual public hearing held April 21, 2022; Katie Dykes DEEP Commissioner registered speaker
 Comments accepted until June 21, 2022.
 CT DEEP has stated they plan to urge EPA to add more non-EGU categories & reductions
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Ozone 
Nonattainment 
Reclassification / 
“Bump-Up” 
Proposals

NO CHANGE
April 13, 2022

EPA proposes to reclassify all areas in Connecticut for failure to have attained the 2008 and/or 
2015 Ozone NAAQS. 

 For 2008 NAAQS (75 ppb)
o Fairfield (less Shelton, plus Bridgewater and New Milford), Middlesex, New Haven 

counties:  Serious to Severe 
 Rest of CT (“Greater CT”) has met 2008

o 6 years to attain
o Major source threshold drops from 50 TPY to 25 TPY; impacts:

 Middlesex / New Haven counties impacted 
 Nonattainment LAER offset ratio goes from 1.2:1 to 1.3:1
 Title V: Newly-subject sources submit application w/in 12 mos. of effective 

date of reclassification
 RACT: Single-source RACT orders possible

 For 2015 NAAQS (70 ppb)
o All of CT:  Marginal to Moderate 
o 3 years to attain

 EPA expects to finalize summer or early fall 2022 – then typically 30-60 days to effective 
date
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Air Emissions 
Reporting 
Requirements 
(AERR) Rule

NO CHANGE
April 14, 2022 
via SIPRAC

EPA Seeks Input on Potential Revisions to Air Emissions Reporting Requirements Rule

 AERR requires state and local agencies to collect and submit emissions data to EPA
 EPA’s proposed revisions (currently being developed) may add reporting requirements to gather 

data about hazardous air pollutants, emissions rate test results from facilities, emissions from 
facilities in Indian Country that are not currently reporting emissions data, and emissions from 
small electricity generating units used intermittently, such as to meet demand on high electricity 
usage days.

See https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-seeks-input-revision-air-emissions-reporting-
requirements-rule for details

National Emission 
Standards for 
Hazardous Air 
Pollutants for 
Stationary 
Combustion 
Turbines (NESHAP 
Subpart YYYY)

NO CHANGE
April 14, 2022 
via SIPRAC

EPA removes stay on formaldehyde standards in YYYY for SCTs at major sources of HAP

 Removes the stay for the requirement for natural gas-fired combustion turbines at major 
sources of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) to conduct source testing for formaldehyde and to 
meet a 91 parts per billion (ppb) limit. The final revisions were published on March 9, 2022, and 
also became effective March 9, 2022.

 See https://www.epa.gov/stationary-sources-air-pollution/stationary-combustion-turbines-
national-emission-standards for more information

CT DEEP contact: Cinda Lautenschlegar
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Addition of 1-
bromopropane to 
list of federal HAPs

NO CHANGE
April 14, 2022 
via SIPRAC

Susan Lancey, Region 1, presented updates at the February 3rd  SIPRAC meeting:  
https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/DEEP/air/SIPRAC/2022/1---1-BP-Final-Rule.pdf

o EPA has added 1-Bromopropane (1-BP) to the Section 112 HAP List
o Effective February 4, 2022, facilities must include 1-BP in all estimates of HAP 

emissions, including potential to emit (PTE) calculations
o This could result in some area sources now becoming major sources due to the 

accounting of 1-BP emissions in their PTE calculations
 NOTE:  Such sources currently cannot use RCSA 22a-174-33a and 33b to avoid 

Title V because 33a and 33b define HAP only as the CAA list, and don’t account 
for any HAPs added by EPA

 DEEP to fix this with proposed rule this year, finalize in 2023
o Proposal for NESHAP regulating 1-BP expected in 2022; final in 2023   

EPA’s authority to 
limit carbon 
emissions

NO CHANGE
February 28, 
2022

US Supreme Court weighs EPA’s authority to limit carbon emissions

 2015 – Clean Power Plan  set strict carbon limits for each state and encouraged the states to 
meet those limits by transitioning to alternative sources of energy

 Legal action begins 0.01 seconds after rule published in Federal Register
 2017 – Executive Order calling for EPA to review Clean Power Plan
 2019 – Clean Power Plan repealed; replaced with Affordable Clean Energy Rule (ACE)
 2021 – ACE and Clean Power Plan repeal overturned by DC Court of Appeals
 2022 – West Virginia & 16 states file suit challenging the Clean Power Plan as beyond the scope 

of EPA’s powers to address greenhouse gases, for including power sector-wide requirements in 
addition to requirements that apply “within the fenceline” of an individual plant.   A Supreme 
Court decision in the case is expected by mid-2022. 
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Once In, Always In 
Policy

NO CHANGE
Final Rule 
Published in 
Federal Register 
on 11/19/2020 

 EPA published the “Major MACT to Area” or “MM2A” rule in Federal Register on 11/19/2020 to 
formally withdraw the Once In, Always In Policy

 EPA has since received 2 petitions for reconsideration and 2 petitions for judicial review of the 
regulation but no action has been taken yet and the rule is currently in effect

 Notifications of reclassification required to be submitted to EPA electronically through CEDRI 
System

o Any facility that reclassified from major to area sources of HAPs between 1/25/2018 
and 1/19/2021 was required to provide this notification retroactively prior to 
2/2/2021

 EPA is removed the word “federally” from the phrase “federally enforceable” in the PTE 
definition. This interim ministerial revision is consistent with the 1995 District of Columbia 
Circuit Court remand that directed EPA to explain how federal enforceability enhanced 
effectiveness. PTE limitations must continue to be both legally enforceable by a state or local 
permitting authority and practicably enforceable.

o EPA still considering comments on this issue and plans to address them in a 
separate action.

 Link to regulation and supporting information: 
https://www.epa.gov/stationary-sources-air-pollution/documentation-reclassification-major-
sources-area-sources-under 

EPA Contact: Ms. Elineth Torres, Sector Policies and Programs Division 
(919) 541-4347 / torres.elineth@epa.gov 
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Phase-Down of 
HFC Refrigerants

NO CHANGE
Proposed 
Regulation 
Signed on 
4/30/2021

 EPA Administrator Michael S. Regan signed the proposed rule on 4/30/2021, 
 EPA is submitting for publication in the Federal Register
 This proposed rule is the first regulation under the American Innovation and Manufacturing 

(AIM) Act of 2020 to address the production and consumption of hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), 
which are potent greenhouse gases commonly used in in refrigeration applications

 The proposed rule would set the HFC production and consumption baseline levels from which 
reductions will be made, establish an initial methodology for allocating HFC allowances for 2022 
and 2023

 Proposed Rule - Phasedown of Hydrofluorocarbons: Establishing the Allowance Allocation and 
Trading Program under the AIM Act | Protecting Our Climate by Reducing Use of HFCs | US EPA

 Note this proposed regulation does not establish leak repair or other restrictions to the end 
users of HFCs in refrigeration appliances.


